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Abstract
There are many algorithms to solve face detection problems. Each
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algorithm has its own advantages and disadvantages in terms of
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accuracy, complexity, speed and etc. In this, we explore a simple and
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effective method to detect faces in such a situation that the images to
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be tested are very similar to the images in a training set, by using
color-based segmentation. Color segmentation is an effective process
to separate skin from its background. The color segmentation process
will be followed by energy threse holding. Generally speaking, face

Thresholding
Face detection

detection is to isolate human faces from their background and exactly
locate their positions in an image. Figure-1shows an example of face
detection problem. The detected face is marked by a red square.
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INTRODUCTION.

presence or absence of faces in their field

The purpose of this project has been to try

of vision. The model will take three

to replicate on a computer that which

different color spaces into consideration

human beings are able to do effortlessly

namely HSV,RGB and YCbCr

every moment of their lives, detect the
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Assuming that a person framed in any

intensity value called global threshold. All

random photograph is not an attendee at

pixels having values greater than the global

the gathering or get-together, it can be

threshold values are marked as 1 and the

assumed that the face is not white, green,

remaining pixels are marked as 0. In local

red, or any unnatural color of that nature.

thresholding

While different ethnic groups have different

threshold surface is constructed that is a

levels of melanin and pigmentation, the

function on the image domain.

range of colors that human facial skin takes

We propose to develop a model for face

on is clearly a subspace of the total color

detection based on color segmentation. The

space. With the assumption of a typical

color segmentation process will be followed

photographic scenario, it would be clearly

by energy thresholding. The model tries to

wise to take advantage of face-color

take advantage of face color correlation.

correlations to limit our face search to areas

The model will take three different color

of an input image that have at least the

spaces into consideration namely HSV,RGB

correct

and YCbCr”

color

components.

The

color

technique,

typically

a

segmentation process will be followed by

1. HSV Color Space

energy thresholding. Thresholding is the

HSL and HSV are the two most common

operation of converting a grayscale image

cylindrical-coordinate representations of

into a binary image. Thresholding is a widely

points in an RGB color model. The two

applied preprocessing step for image

representations rearrange the geometry of

segmentation.

of

RGB in an attempt to be more intuitive and

segmentation is on the threshold operation,

perceptually relevant than the cartesian

so that a properly threshold image leads to

(cube) representation. Developed in the

better segmentation. There are mainly two

1970s for computer graphics applications,

types of thresholding techniques available:

HSL and HSV are used today in color

global and local. In the global thresholding

pickers, in image editing software, and less

technique a grayscale image is converted

commonly in image analysis and computer

into a binary image based on an image

vision.HSL stands for hue, saturation, and

Often

the

burden
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lightness, and is often also called HLS. HSV

sample image we obtain the remaining

stands for hue, saturation, and value, and is

pixels.

also often called HSB (B for brightness). The
HSV colour space, however, is much more

2. YCbCr Colour Space

intuitive and provides colour information in

Similarly, we analyzed the YCbCr colour

a manner more in line how humans think of

space for any trends that we could take

colours and how artists typically mix

advantage of to remove areas that are likely

colours.”Hue” describes the basic pure

to not be skin. YCBCR or Y′CBCR, is a family of

colour of the image, ”saturation” gives the

color spaces used as a part of the color

manner by which this pure colour (hue) is

image

diluted by white light, and ”Value” provides

photography systems. Y′ is the luma

an achromatic notion of the intensity of the

component and CB and CR are the blue-

colour. It is the first two, H and S that will

difference

provide us with useful discriminating

components. Y′ (with prime) is distinguished

information regarding skin.

from Y which is luminance, meaning that

Using the reference images (truth images)

light intensity is non-linearly encoded using

provided by the teaching staff shown in

gamma correction. Y′CbCr is not an absolute

fig.2, we plot the H,S, and V values for face

color space; rather, it is a way of encoding

and non-face pixels and try to detect any

RGB information. we plot the Y, Cb, and Cr

useful trends. From those results it is seen

values for face and non-face pixels and try

that the H values tend to occupy very

to

narrow ranges towards both the bottom

experimenting with various thresholds, we

and top of its possible values. This is the

found that the best results were found by

most noticeable trend and was used by us

using the following rule: 102 <Cb<128 –Skin

to derive the following rule used in our face

and otherwise assume

pipeline

and

detect

skin detection block: 19< H <240 -Not Skin;
and otherwise we assume that it is skin. By
applying a mask based on this rule to our
Available Online At www.ijpret.com

any

in

video

and

red-difference

useful

trends.

digital

chroma

After
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4. MORPHOLOGICAL PROCESSING
At this stage we have successfully removed
the vast majority of the original pixels from
consideration, but we still see little specs
throughout the
Masked

image.

Because

we

will

subsequently send the image through a
Figure 2 that it is NOT skin and may be
removed from further consideration.

matched filter and the specs will be
averaged out of consideration and hence
could be left in and just ignored, it is

3. RGB Color Space

preferable to remove them now in order to

An RGB color space is any additive color

speed future processing (i.e. the matched

space based on the RGB color model .A

filter

particular RGB color space is defined by the

Calculations at these pixels). Hence the

three chromatics of the red, green, and blue

open

additive primaries, and can produce any

performed using a 3x3 window of all 1s.

chromaticity that is the triangle defined by

5. Conclusion

those

complete

The proposed work will have distinct

specification of an RGB color space also

advantage over other models in terms of

requires a white point chromaticity and a

simplicity

gamma correctioncurve. From studying and

accuracy of this technique will be computed

experimenting with various thresholds in

upon after deriving results. We will be able

RGB space, we found that the following rule

to compare the behavior of the model in

worked well in removing some unnecessary

three color spaces namely HSV, RGB and

pixels: 0:836G - 14 < B <0:836G + 44 –Skin

YCbCr.

primary

colors.

The

needn’t

(erode

and

and 0:79G - 67 < B <0:78G + 42 -Skin;with
other pixels being labelled as non-face and
removed.
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